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President’s Report
John H. Hunt Jr.
A lot has been going on with Maine Bowhunters Association in these couple of months heading up to archery season. We have added three new regional representatives to our ranks. I'd like to welcome Rodd Lougee,
Gary Rohm, and Travis Wood. They share some of the most important values of Maine Bowhunters Association:
a love of the sport of bowhunting, a strong commitment to ethical hunting, and a willingness to do the work so
necessary to help our organization successful. We are very fortunate to have them on board.
A lot happened in the Phippsburg area over the past few months, where the Department was opting to
close expanded archery season in the area. However, the decision was made not to do so this year, and other solutions are being sought. I had the good fortune of meeting some great sportsmen from the Phippsburg Sportsman's
Club during this process. Even though many individuals were upset on both sides of the issue, it was encouraging
to see the degree of civility and respect in which things were handled. It was also obvious that Commissioner
Woodcock was most interested in doing what was right. My hat goes off to the Phippsburg Sportsman's Club
members and our Commissioner. I think the end result of this will be handled in a very fair manner.
In mid September we noticed that the date in the law book for the beginning of Archery season was Saturday, Sept. 29 and not Sept. 27 as previously published. I immediately meet with Commission Woodcock and Deputy Commissioner Erskine and after a long discussion I was told that the issue was being sent to the Attorney General’s Office for final determination; it came back in our favor and the start date was returned to the 27th. Commissioner Woodcock and Deputy Commissioner Erskine were great to work with . Deputy Commissioner Erskine’s knowledge and institutional memory are valuable assets to our Department.
After sending out an email to our members, it seems as though the vast majority of them would like to see
a return to a paper version of our newsletter. We are investigating the cost and logistics involved with this, but
would like to start our new year with both an electronic and paper version of our newsletter. Some of our members do not have access to or use a computer and I think we all want to make sure that all of our members are
served well by the organization.

animals harvested. The planning stage for next year’s
hunt is already under way. Where am I going? What do I
want to hunt? How do I get a tag? Is there anyone willing
to go with me and will we be a “fit” for each other?

THE FALL
By Perry Hatch

While a lot of people may find planning a hunt a
year in advance a little strange for us we have to remember that in most states out west non-resident tags can’t
just be bought but are issued through drawings. There
are some exceptions to this rule but not many. Some of
these hunts can take years of applying before drawing but
yet unlike Maine’s moose draw they use a points system
that will guarantee a tag over time making planning a
whole lot easier.

It’s October and here in Maine that means several
things. It’s time to finish the outside chores before the winter
snows arrive, put the snow tires on the car, and prepare for
hunting season. Upland birds, fall turkey, moose, and duck seasons are all under way. And archery deer season will be over
before we know it. For me Fall also means something else. It’s
time to plan for next year’s trip to the western Rockies.
This year I will be rifle hunting the west and leaving
the bow behind. Work commitments, family, and a lack of vacation time just will not allow me to spend the time necessary
to have a successful archery hunt. I will have a chance to fill two
antelope tags in Wyoming, Mule deer tag in Utah, and hopefully a couple days to chase elk in Colorado before I have to
return home. These hunts or any of the many I have taken with
the bow don’t just happen. The time to plan is here now.

So if a hunt out west is on your bucket list the
time to plan is now. Pick an animal. Pick a state. Make a
plan and have the adventure of a life time. Some deadlines are as early as the end of January and we all know
how fast that will get here.
Have a great fall and remember to pick a spot.

My hunts are DIY hunts meaning no guides. Physical
fitness has to be a yearlong hobby not only for hunting safety
and overall health but in order to be ready to backpack out any
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found my green pin in the sight, placed it behind the shoulder and
released.
The second I let go I thought something felt strange,
something was different from the endless number of times I had
shot in practice. The buck bounded up the hill, unharmed. I had
missed. My arrow went under the deer at 15 yards? I was confused,
the adrenalin turning to pure disappointment. I wanted to call the
deer back for a do over. In a final “salt in the wound” move, the
buck paused, glanced back and fled out of sight. My first reaction
was to get to my phone to send my wife a message to report I had
just missed a 6 pointer. I climbed out of my stand, retrieved my
clean arrow, and lumbered back to my truck defeated.

Lessons Learned
by Bill Valleau

Later that day, I played the morning’s events over in my
mind repeatedly. I realized how foolish I had been. While cell
phones are a safety necessity, I should not have been using it to fill
what I had deemed to be “dead time”. I was not prepared for a deer
to walk out, and most certainly was not thinking about how important it was to monitor my surroundings. When I hung up my bow
in the tree in front of me, I was actually throwing in the towel. As
far as that awkward feeling I had when I shot, further analysis
showed that my peep sight was not correctly coming around. I
actually couldn’t see through it at all. Did I miss this buck at a mere
15 yards because I was in such an unprepared state that I just found
the green pin without using my peep sight? I should have drew my
bow when I first climbed into my stand and could have made the
necessary adjustment instead of checking my e-mail.

Although I have not filled my deer tag yet, this season has
already been one of my most successful ones yet. This will probably surprise those closest to me, like my wife and hunting friends,
based on the actual events of the season so far. All of it really based
on just one event.
I was hunting from a stand where I have previously taken
deer, but this year had only seen a few does and those were all just
shy of legal hunting hours. The field I watch is lined with oak trees,
but different from years prior, there were no acorns. This particular morning was calm and my entertainment was a group of crows
harassing a pair of hawks. Since I was already distracted and the
morning seemed to be dragging, I hung up my bow and took out
my cell phone. I began sending text messages, checking and sending e-mails and completely took myself out of the game. At that
point, I was not focused on seeing deer, the position of my bow, or
even the tag I hadn’t filled yet.
Then it happened, a 6 pointer entered the field and was
headed directly my way. The instant adrenalin and flash of excitement turned suddenly into panic. I was not prepared. How was I
going to reach up and get my bow without startling my target? In
slow motion, I reached up while maintaining my eyes on the goal
that was now only 40 yards away and still coming. I wrapped my
hand around the grip and pulled it down to my chest. The buck
froze; 15 yards away and we were in a stare down. Since it was
head on to me, I did not have a shot at that point. I pulled back
coming to full draw, and it happened. The buck turned broadside, I

As a good friend of mine once told me, bow hunting is
very personal. We work year round, hours of practicing, tune our
bows, read about bow hunting, watch bow hunting shows and
scout for deer. When we miss, it is not just hard, the feeling of
defeat or lost opportunity seems to linger much more than if we had
used a gun and missed. Every time we make mistakes, we can
learn valuable lessons if we choose to . The lessons will be experiences that will make us and fellow bow hunters successful in future
hunts.
Bill Valleau
184 Magog RD
Searsmount, ME 04973
Email: bowhuntme@gmail.com ,
Phone: (207)342-3483
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by
John Hunt
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Southern Region Report
Steve Gray
In my last article I featured statistics from
York County. This time, it’s Cumberland County numbers.
Once again I ventured into the IF&W website
in search of the numbers. Specifically the deer harvest numbers for Cumberland County.
There has been a steady increase in the percentage of deer harvest attributed to Cumberland
County. The data reflects a steady increase in the
percentage from 7.49 in 2005 to spike in 2011 of
12.3%. The average annual deer harvest is slightly
below 2200 animals.
Have a look at the reports for deer, bear,
moose and turkey at:
http://www.maine.gov/
ifw/hunting_trapping/hunting/harvest.htm
You may find this to be a helpful tool in determining where you want to hunt.
I hope you had a safe and successful archery
season. Please send in those pictures and stat sheets.
An MBA Membership or renewal would be a
great Christmas Gift. Hint, Hint.

.

Dylan Fitzpatrick and Susanne Hamilton with her dog she used to locate Dylan’s
deer on a rainy day.

The Innovators in

Digital Call Technology
1-888-239-5133
www.phantomcalls.com

300 Main St., Old Town, ME. 04468

1-888-827-9489
www.oldtownarcheryshop.com

Your Archery Pro-Shop
12 20 30 yard indoor shooting lanes
3-D Course and TECHNO-VIDEO HUNTING
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Noon til 8:00
PM, Sat. 10:00-5:00, Sun. Noon-5:00 (8:00 am-6:00pm
on tournament days)

It’s amazing what this hyper-connectivity
environment of social networking can subject you to.
I have a “Facebook” account. I rarely post, but will
on occasion when I think there is something significant to write about. I see some “oversharers” posting
many times a day with comments as simple and unimportant as “I’m tired.” In my network of Facebook
friends, I know people who are far right extremists to
those on the far left. I seem to post or reply to posts
that mostly deal with hunting.
I know someone on Facebook who is an animal rights extremist. He has a string of followers
who chime in with all of his anti-hunting posts. They
are especially concerned about wolves and other
predatory animals and hate hunting of all kinds, especially hunting of predators. It seems strange to me

EDUCATION REPORT
By Jerome Richard
Wild Turkey Virus in Maine
I don’t know if many people
have received information from
the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife about the
recent wild turkey virus that has
been found in some wild turkeys.
According to a letter from
IF&W Game Bird Biologist, Kelsey
Sullivan, “this past winter wildlife
disease researchers from the
southeastern United States announced that they had identified,
for the first time, Lymph proliferative Disease Virus (LPDV) in wild
turkeys from 4 southeastern states
(Arkansas, West Virginia, Georgia
and South Carolina). During
Maine’s spring 2012 Wild Turkey
hunting season, 3 wild turkeys
tested positive for exposure to
LPDV.”
Sullivan said, “These tumors
look very similar to those of a disease referred to as avian pox.
Avian pox virus is quite common in
a number of species of birds, including wild turkeys. Birds show-

ing mild outbreaks of avian pox
can be consumed, and hunters
are encouraged to thoroughly
cook the meat of these harvested birds. Unfortunately,
with this new virus, it is not
known for certain whether consuming the meat of a bird showing lesions for LPDV presents a
risk to human health. For this
reason, the Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is
advising caution and is advising
that hunters not consume the
meat of any wild turkeys that
show these tumors.”
Researchers believe that
some turkeys carry the virus
without becoming ill, while
other turkeys can develop tumors on the head and feet and
can ultimately die from it.
Should you shoot a bird this fall
that shows these tumors, we
suggest you contact a local warden or biologist before tagging
the bird If you encounter any of
these birds in the field please
contact the Department’s game
bird biologist, Kelsey Sullivan, at
(207) 941-4474 or kelsey.m.sullivan@maine.gov
I did contact Kelsey by email for some more information
which he replied with the following. “I’ve reached out to
other states and state vets asking if these turkeys are a risk to
human consumption. The consensus is that until we know
more about the virus we are
advising not to consume these
birds. The virus is similar to
Avian Pox, which if cooked thor-

oughly can be consumed without risk to human health. I expect this will be the same, but
until we know more I would not
eat it.”
Kelsey adds, “The virus was
not detected in wild turkeys before Jan. 2012, but I think it was
in our population before
then. We just didn’t know to
look. A combination of two
good production years, a wet
spring last year and a mild winter has likely increased occurrence of the virus.”

Regulations on Deer Feeding
The Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife are
proposing regulations to control
the feeding of deer especially as
it relates to public safety hazards with deer being hit by vehicles near feeding areas. According to John Pratte of IF&W, “the
legislative intent was to provide
a mechanism that gives IFW the
authority to address individual
instances of feeding of deer in
order to minimize potential public safety hazards or detrimental
effects on deer.”

This may sound fairly straight
forward to prevent unintended
deer kill by deer crossing roads to
get to deer feeding areas placed
by Joe Q. Public using deer grain
or crack corn, but it isn’t that simple. This legislation may make
sense in downtown Portland,
Lewiston, Auburn, August, Waterville, and Bangor, but not the state
as a whole.
According to John Pratte, “the
proposed rule states that feeding
deer includes the placement of
food determined to be attractive
and/or consumed by deer in an
area accessible to deer. This could
be grain, table scraps, lettuce, apples, hay, etc. provided it is attractive and consumed by deer.”
John Pratte goes on to say “food
plots can be beneficial to many
wildlife and the Department supports this as an alternative to
feeding deer. Food plots do not
normally concentrate deer during
restrictive snow conditions or in
high densities. However, if a food
plot did create a safety hazard or
had detrimental effects on deer
this proposed rule could apply.”
Many landowners, both hunters and non-hunters, have been
trying to help with the deer recovery effort by investing a huge sum
of money producing food plots for
deer. After they make the investment there could be a chance to
be shut down by IF&W. Some of
the unintended consequences of
this legislation could open doors
for law suits by people claiming
your deer feeding method that
IF&W shutdown contributed to

some financial damage to others,
i.e., damaged vehicle or personal
injury. Kind of makes you wonder
if your homeowners insurance will
cover this type of liability.
If you will remember, IF&W
has never been in favor of any
form of deer feeding in the past
and only recently changed their
opinion due to public pressure to
combat the issue with the low
deer numbers. Now the Department is proposing legislation, in
my opinion, as a backdoor attempt
to do what they have always
wanted to do and that is to stop or
impede any form of deer feeding.
Last year the Department accepted “educating the public on
how to feed deer properly” and
now it is moving to control the
whole issue.
Is the Department willing to
face its own law suits over this
issue of deer feed? What happens
to the Department that decides
one person can and another cannot, which then leads to a law
suit? Who pays to defend the law
suit against the Department? I believe it comes out of the Department using hunting license fees.
What recourse does a person have
that disagrees with IF&W to resolve the issue? How do you balance landowner rights vs. a potential for public safety? The vast majority of deer that are hit by vehicles are not due to deer feeding
issues as other factors such as the
chase during the rut or deer fleeing dogs, coyotes, or other predators as other causes.

What also complicates the
issue even more is, really who
has the authority in all cases?
Remember Maine has the
Right to Farm Act which
trumps any authority IF&W
might claim as it relates to
farming issues and the wild-

COMMON SCENTS
By Bill Valleau

Prior to the opening day of the 2012 archery season, I studied the weather forecasts and wind directions. I was
excited to see that the wind was going to be out of the west and would be in my face. My stand was located 15 yards back
from the edge of a 35-acre field that is lined with large acorn producing oak trees. The first day of archery season, I
promptly left work and drove to my hunting location. It was a sunny afternoon, a bit windy, but a nice day to be in the
woods. I have taken multiple bucks from this field and from past experience, the deer usually did not move until just before dark. The sun had slipped below the horizon and the sunny afternoon, turned gray and the daylight was fading. At
6:11pm, I heard the distinct heart- racing noise of deer footsteps. The deer was behind me coming down a tote road that
circled the perimeter of the field. The wind was blowing directly off the field, past me and toward the deer. The deer
stopped, blew, ran, and continued to blow for the next ten minutes. I had been busted and possibility burned out stand
location on the first day of the season.
The next day I spoke with a friend of mine who is a much more experienced bowhunter and we discussed the
events of the night. The wind direction was good it was in my face but something I did not give full consideration to was
my scent control. My hunting clothes were on the seat of my truck all day and I came directly from work to hunt. I had
never given scent control full respect because I believe adjusting to the wind direction is all that is necessary to go undetected.
The second night of the 2012 archery season, I sat at a different stand overlooking the same field. I came directly
from work and adjusted where I sat according to the wind direction. Just prior to dark, I heard a deer blow and I thought I
had been busted again; but this time the deer continued onto the field. When the five deer came out to the field they were
close to being mere silhouettes, dark shadows moving, I had only minutes left of legal shooting. The lead doe walked with
her nose up and her head was moving back and forth with her ears constantly twitching. When the four other does started
pulling on and eating grass, the lead doe stood alert. The deer were very nervous because they had previously caught my
scent. Shooting at a nervous deer is hard, the slightest movement or sound can cause the deer to break. The nearest deer
was 25 yards, I was confident in this shot. I shifted my left foot to square my shoulders for a shot. When I moved, my aluminum hang on stand creaked and the big doe leapt and trotted 4 feet away from the other deer. She looked down the field
then fled back the way she came with the other deer following.
When I got home, I realized that if the deer would not have initially winded me, they would have been more relaxed and I
may have had a shot. I thought about my lack of scent control and how my friend explained the importance of having good
scent control habits.
The next time I hunted and before leaving my house, I showered using a scent free soap, washed my hunting
clothes with scent eliminating detergent, used scent eliminating dryer sheets and brushed my teeth with Baking Soda. The
wind was blowing out of the woods directly onto the field. The day was ending when I heard deer coming. It was difficult
to detect exactly where the deer would enter the field. The deer cut off the tote road before reaching me and headed directly to the field. The deer where now directly down wind. The big does stayed out in the field, approximately 30 yards
or so, and the two little deer feed along the edge of the field. The wind was at my back, I would have a 20-yard shot and
the deer were relaxed while feeding. When the two little deer finally reached my shooting lane I decided not to shoot. I
thought to myself this was a successful hunt. The plan came together and I could have had a shot. This hunt showed me
the true importance of scent control.
There are many different factors that need to come together for bowhunters to be successful. I believe that bowhunters are
the ultimate hunters and probably have the best understanding of the outdoors. Arguably more than any other outdoor
person because we are always studying and learning how to get in close to game. If you haven’t tried using scent control
products, I would highly recommend getting some and add them to your pre hunt routine.

A LADY’S VIEW
By Tina Richard

Bowhunting for Women

For women that are interested in getting into bowhunting the first thing you should do is take a Bowhunter Safety
Course where you can learn some of the basics of bowhunting and about modern archery equipment. Once you are ready
to buy a bow go to a well-known pro-archery shop so they can work with you to get set up for your needs, but make sure
it is a shop that will spend time to teach you proper shooting form. Plan on spending about two to three hours at the shop
because you will have to find out your dominant eye, draw length, draw weight, and accessories such as sights, rest, stabilizer, arrows and a release. After the bow is set up to your satisfaction then you will need to shoot it make sure your arrows are hitting the target. If the archery shop does not offer all these services, then look for one that does.
In Maine the legal minimum draw weight is 35 lbs. so it might be a good idea to get your first bow with a draw
weight adjustment range from 30 to 40 lbs. Some other states may have higher draw weight requirements, but start out
where you are comfortable. My first bow was a Jennings Rackmaster Lite with a draw weight adjustment of 30-40 lbs.
which I shot my first deer with at 38 lbs. I made a complete pass thru with an Easton 1913 aluminum arrow tipped with a 3
blade 75gr. Muzzy broadhead and the arrow speed was only 198 fps! Later I harvested more deer and a bear with a 40 lbs.
Mathews Passion using Beman 500 ICS Hunter arrows tipped with a 85 gr. G-5 Montec broadhead. My draw length stayed
the same and I was pulling only 2 more pounds, but the technology produced an arrow speed of 244 fps! Again, all the big
game animals including the bear had complete pass through with that bow and arrow combination
Manufactures have decided that it’s not just a “guy thing” any more. Bows are offered by many manufactures to fit
the smaller framed and more delicate female with shorter draw lengths. Any bow in the 40-pound range, will do the job of
harvesting an animal as long as you practice, work on your shooting form, and maintain your equipment. Don’t be like
some of the guys chasing after poundage and speed – be smarter and let the technology do the work. You can practice in
your back yard, shoot on a range or do 3-D shoots that will prepare you for any kind of hunt. Good luck to the women
getting into the sport; once you harvest your first game animal you will be hooked.
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The Maine Bowhunters Association thanks all men and
woman that have served in our Armed Forces. We thank the
Soldiers who are serving in the War on Terrorism who selflessly risk their lives each day to make the world a safer place.

